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people of all pathways of recovery, family members, and

supporters of recovery the grassroots organizing tools to think

and act locally. RAP is working to build a visible and effective

constituency in demand of community and public policy based

solutions in response to America’s long-standing addiction crisis.
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Who we are

RECOVERY ADVOCACY PROJECT

Mission

The Recovery Advocacy

Project (RAP) is committed to

giving people in recovery from

all pathways, family members,

and supporters of recovery the

grassroots organizing tools to

think and act locally.

Vision

RAP is working to build a

visible and effective

constituency in demand of

community and public policy

based solutions in response to

America’s long-standing

addiction crisis.

 

Inclusivity Statement

RAP believes a diverse

movement full of unique life

experiences and perspectives

will foster vibrant and creative

campaigns and solutions. We

actively work to dismantle

structures of oppression and

create meaningful

representation at every level

of our organization. We

continue to educate ourselves

and challenge our

assumptions about race,

gender, class, identity, and

other factors that affect both

addiction and recovery. RAP

has a goal of diversity,

intersectionality, and

inclusivity on all levels for a

stronger, unified movement.
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The Recovery Advocacy Project made our primary goal clear on our first day: to create a network of

people who are passionate about recovery and motivated to get involved in grassroots efforts to end the

addiction & mental health crisis.

By creating the power to think and act locally, the Recovery Advocacy Project has helped advocates

apply new ideas, concepts, approaches, and strategies to push pro-recovery legislation in their states.

Recovery is not a partisan issue, but one that unites diverse advocates.

All action begins with listening, not telling; understanding, before educating. Our mission at the

Recovery Advocacy Project is to “meet people where they’re at.” That statement is our basic tenet. It

gives people their dignity, agency, and power; this is especially important for people coping with

addiction, who have been disenfranchised, criminalized, and dehumanized. When we listen to someone,

we can understand what their needs truly are; what barriers they face; what their experience with

recovery is; and what they want to do next. 

 Listening was our most important tool as we expanded our network with intention and reached out to

historically marginalized groups such as transgender, Indigenous, and Black communities as well.

Rather than offering solutions, we first sought to understand, support, and empower people who already

have well-established mutual aid networks with deep roots in their communities. We listened, we

learned, and we enriched our own toolkits as we supported recovery in these new-to-us groups. We

found common ground with people in recovery and carefully reviewed our programs and processes to

ensure that our initiative was as inclusive as possible. We remain committed to a diverse, dynamic, and

adaptable recovery advocacy movement: in diversity as in our other verticals, we always walk our talk.

Although 2020 was a challenging, isolating year that affected individuals, groups, and our nation, the

Recovery Advocacy Project continued to adapt and build, preparing for our next steps. We found new

resources within ourselves and supportive partners, as well as fresh opportunities to improve and expand

our programming. We look forward to what 2021 holds for us and our recovery network. Nobody recovers

alone, and we are grateful for you, for one another, and for our wonderful community. Because of you,

we have a year to look forward to.

In a turbulent year of political change, polarization, a second public health crisis that compounded the

dangers of the existing drug epidemic, and safety measures that made in-person meetings impossible,

the Recovery Advocacy Project rose to the challenge and continued our vital work in saving lives

through organizing, educating, and empowering people in recovery.

The Recovery Advocacy Project launched its operations at Mobilize Recovery in July 2019. The inaugural

event, held in Las Vegas, gathered advocates, organizers, activists, and grassroots leaders from across the

United States. People with wildly different backgrounds, political affiliations, identities, experiences, and

regional challenges came together to network, share tools, and learn strategies that could be adapted

for each state’s unique needs. Our organization works on a broad scale to: 

Support efforts to educate people about addiction

offer solutions like harm reduction

train people to use naloxone for overdose prevention

connect with elected leaders to push pro-recovery legislation

amplify the voices of people with substance use disorder

change the narrative around addiction to a story of hope

empower people in recovery as voters, community members, and advocates

Letter from Recovery Advocacy Project's Organizing Director

Onward,

Ryan Hampton

Organizing Director, Recovery Advocacy Project Page 2



"Being a part of RAP has assisted me and others within our state

to effectively engage stakeholders, organizers, community

members and supporters of recovery."

“The Recovery Advocacy Project has been so uplifting and

motivating for me. As a woman in long term recovery it is giving

me the opportunity to feel heard and be seen. I truly love the

webpage with tools for grassroots organizing. I am changing

minds and saving more lives in my area by uniting the

community around recovery.”

“We started organizing in WV because recovery voices matter and

we deserve a seat at the table. Some of the changes we’ve seen

in one year are the willingness of like minded people to work

together towards common goals through community organizing.

WV-RAP is looking forward to people in recovery having a seat at

the table when it comes to all things that directly or indirectly

affect us.”

Tee Scott
MARYLAND ORGANIZING TEAM MEMBER

Anna Jones
WASHINGTON D.C. ORGANIZING TEAM MEMBER

Joanna Vance 
WEST VIRGINIA ORGANIZING TEAM MEMBER

People from all pathways to recovery, family members, and allies to recovery

are embracing community organizing strategies to maximize local impact

with community and legislative based solutions. State Team Members are

responsible for listening to the experiences of people impacted by addiction,

providing community organizing tools and guiding them towards any local

solutions. Here are a few State Team Members sharing their experiences

volunteering with Recovery Advocacy Project.
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Organizing the Grassroots to
think and act locally.



182

23

45

18

13

36+

3,200+

13,500+

500+

State Organizing Team Members selected (2019-2020)

States that have organized local campaigns

Recovery Community Listening Session Events

Town Hall Style Events

Vote Recovery Events

Trainings for State Organizing Team Members and/or

Grassroots Advocates

Attendees at these events/trainings

Unique action takers in campaigns started by RAP State

Organizing Teams to expand advocacy base and digital reach

for states.

2021 State Organizing Team Applications

“Being part of a team with goals of removing obstacles and

stigma that people seeking recovery face is rewarding, and has

personally given me purpose.

I'm proud of the TN-RAP accomplishments and excited about

the future. This opportunity to serve has given me a voice and the

opportunity to better our communities and state through our

dedication and teamwork. I've learned so much from my

teammates and had a blast doing it. I'm excited about 2021 and

the momentum Tennessee has and look forward to being part of

this amazing group and movement going forward.”

Matt Holder
TENNESSEE ORGANIZING TEAM MEMBER
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Recovery Advocacy Project
By the Numbers



Community Organizing
Trainings & Support
The Recovery Advocacy Project

(RAP) is committed to giving people

in recovery, family members, and

supporters of recovery the grassroots

organizing tools to think and act

locally.

In 2020, these tools were passed

down to the grassroots level through

a number of trainings, support

materials, and campaigns built using

Action Network, our online

organizing platform.

The Recovery Advocacy Project has

hosted 36 trainings in 2020. 15

trainings were for the core RAP

Organizing Team Member network

and 21 were open to larger

grassroots audiences.

Trainings & Workshops covered a

number of topics essential to

community organizing including

but not limited to:

Relational Organizing

Developing your Public

Narrative

Building Inclusive State

Organizing Teams

Recovery Empowered

Campaigns

Ethical Framework for Recovery

Advocates

Coalition Building

Liberation in Action

White Privilege Workshop

Layers of Community Activism

Non Partisan Activities in

Partisan Times

Language Training

Action Network Tools

Tech Together for Recovery

Working with Media to achieve

your goals

Hosting Community Listening

Sessions

Creating State Advocacy

Platforms
Page 5



Recovery Advocacy Project also published a number of Advocacy Guides

for grassroots advocates including:

These HOW TO guides can be founds at www.recoveryvoices.com

The Recovery Advocacy Project is

committed to give the grassroots

recovery community the tools to

organize locally. In order to do that,

it is important to first recognize

that the barriers and experiences

facing individuals are going to vary

in each community and state.

The key to keeping campaigns

guided by the grassroots is to

consistently create space to listen.

RAP State Organizers hosted 45

Recovery Community Listening

Sessions in 2020. 

These sessions between 5-25

attendees helped to create content

for grassroots trainings and

advocacy guides, and also assisted

RAP State Organizing Team

Members in shaping unifying

campaigns toward community and 
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Recovery Community
Listening Sessions

legislative based solutions to the

issues being raised in each state.

Everyone’s voice is important.

 

By continuing to listen to people

from all pathways of recovery,

family members and allies, the

Recovery Advocacy Project can also

engage with more individuals in

communities that historically have

been most marginalized including

communities of color, LGBTQA+,

people who use drugs, individuals

in hard to reach rural areas, and the

mental health community.

Listening shapes campaigns.

State Teams will continue to center

campaigns to empower people in

2021 by consistently creating space

to have voices heard to shape the

direction of collective advocacy

efforts.

HOW TO Build an advocacy base and sustain it

HOW TO Create a Recovery Asset Resource Map

HOW TO Organize a town hall meeting with Decision Makers

HOW TO Host a Virtual Town Hall Meeting

HOW TO Effectively speak out as a Recovery Advocate

HOW TO Give effective Public Testimony

HOW TO Advocate for a Bill to become Law

HOW TO Host a Community Listening Session



Case Studies: West Virginia,
Maine, and Nevada

 number of other grassroots

community organizing groups

throughout the state to partner

with.

They also organized 2 Vote

Recovery events that highlighted

people in recovery from many

pathways sharing what inspires

them to vote or be civically

engaged and provided hundreds of

people in recovery with voter

education tools.

At the same time, the potential for

change in this community was

significant.

In West Virginia’s organizing

process they developed a WV State

Recovery Platform that raised their

profile in the state and immediately

attracted the attention of

grassroots advocates, local

partnering organizations, and

candidates running for office. 

In that timeframe WV Recovery

Advocacy Project engaged 557

grassroots advocates to take action

as they hosted a training on how to

effectively speak out as an

advocate, hosted a Recovery

Community Listening Session,

created 2 petitions with over 300

action takers, and outreached to a

West Virginia
West Virginia, in a matter of eight

months, was able to methodically

build the state’s grassroots capacity

through a number of actions. This

process began with an introductory

training for the recovery

community in April 2020. They then

went on to build momentum with

actions that addressed a number of

local issues throughout WV

communities which crescendoed to

have a strong impact on local

elections in November.
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7 community listening session

hosted

One petition circulated and

delivered to Maine Department of

Corrections with 130+ signatures 

Developed a Facebook Group of

over 800+ people

The organizing team has identified

group norms and values that will

guide their platform and legislative

agenda in 2021

Given the large amount of team

members they are breaking up into

two subgroups (Policy & Outreach)

Framework for the state platform

was formed and the Policy Team

will reconvene to adopt.

Team members have worked with

legislators to submit four bill

directly from issues that were

raised at community listening

sessions

Partnership with Maine Youth

Action Network (MYAN): MYAN has

offered to provide $6,000 to ME-

RAP to stipend youth organizers on

the team in 2021.

Journey Magazine, a statewide free

recovery magazine, will be printing

a  bi-monthly advocacy article with

ME-RAP updates

Since the inceptions of the state
organizing team:

This led up to WV - RAP  hosting a candidate forum where 19 local candidates

running for office were given time to discuss how they could earn the support

and votes of the recovery community.

In short, West Virginia built a grassroots constituency that could not be

ignored by decision makers and will have a lasting impact in future organizing

efforts for years to come.
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Maine
Maine Recovery Advocacy Project

(ME-RAP) pilot program was kick

started with a 1 year grant to help

build organizing capacity in the

state. A team of two that was

formed and started in October of

2020, has quickly grown into a

team of over 20 community

organizers from all over the state,

including a diverse representation

from recovery community

organizations, people who are

currently incarcerated and people

of color. 



Adopt State Platform

Host kick off call with organizers and supporters to present ME-RAP’s

platform and legislative agenda to stakeholders

Conduct Additional training based on requests from community members.

Maine's legislative process

Language training

What "decriminalization" really means

Diversity & Inclusion

Town Halls/Direct Action/Advocacy Training: Organize and host

community education and direct action to further the advocacy platform

and provide training to grassroots activists and power holders.

Organizers will work through existing networks to focus on relational

organizing to local advocates across the state and hold listening sessions

over the zoom platform to build grassroots involvement and gain insight

into community issues.

Coordinate the participation of volunteer activists in legislative hearings

either in person or virtually on the bills identified as the top priority.

Organizers will invite elected officials at state and city levels to attend

virtual town halls where they will be educated on policy issues important

to the recovery community by people in recovery and their allies.

Next Steps:

An Act to Protect Families from Excessive Phone, Video, and
Commissary Charges in Maine Jails and Prisons: This bill directs state

and county correctional facility that they may not accept or receive a

commission for any telephone, video, or commissary services provided to

people who are incarcerated, that no contract shall exceed a rate of 11

centers per minute for domestic debit, prepaid or collect calls, that people

who are incarcerated must be provided with two free phone calls a week

and that all contracts for these services must be negotiated on the basis of

the lowest price to the consumer. The DOC is also directed to negotiate

their contracts to give county jails the option to opt into their services. If

this bill passes as written that the price of a 15-minute phone call would

be lowered to under $2 a call.

An Act to Expand Access to Quality Substance Use Recovery
Residence Services: This bill would direct municipalities that General

Assistance must not be denied to someone for the sole reason of staying in

a substance use recovery residence and that rates for those staying in

recovery residences are to be determined in a similar way and at a

comparable rate as other awards.

2021 Legislative Agenda:
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Furthermore, it directs the State that all public funding for recovery

residences is only to be allocated to recovery residences that are certified

at the standards of the National Association of Recovery Residences

(NARR). This includes General Assistance payments for lodging in recovery

residences.

An Act to Center Recovery Language in Maine Statutes: This bill

changes stigmatizing words like "drug user" and "inmate" throughout

Maine Statutes and directs departments to do the same in their rules and

manuals to more person centered language like "person who uses drugs"

and "resident".

An Act to Expand Recovery Community Organizations throughout
Maine: This bill would direct The Department of Health and Human

Services to provide grant funds in an expedited manner, beginning within

60 days after the effective date of this legislation, in the amount of

$1,000,000 to grassroots peer-run organizations to establish recovery

community organizations in Kennebec, York, Waldo, Hancock, Franklin,

Somerset, and Piscataquis counties.

Reducing stigma

Advancing justice and

decriminalizing addiction

Supporting all pathways to recovery

Safeguarding fair and equitable

access to housing, employment,

and services for all

Nevada
In the state of Nevada, we have been

very focused on recovery advocacy at

the local level. The first step of the

process was to come up with a state

platform, to help us stay focused on

the priorities of the Nevada recovery

community. The platform was

developed by a group of Nevadans in

long term recovery, their family

members, and allies.

The platform consists of four tiers: 
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Said they would support a candidate of another party if they

prioritized solutions to the state's addiction & mental health

crisis.

of voters believe that stigma has an impact on a person's

likelihood to seek the support they need.

said they believe judges should have more discretion when it

comes to alternative sentencing.

of voters believe it is important that addiction and mental

health services should be a pillar of the broader economic

and public health response to Coronavirus.

A plurality of these voters (42%) believe it is very important.

Voters know that people facing these struggles are some fo

the most at-risk during this public health challenge. Nearly

four times as many respondents gave an "F" (19%) as gave an

"A" (5%). Just shy of a majority of voters (47%) gave an

average grade of a "C".
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We have used our platform to educate the recovery community about why it

is so important to vote for and elect recovery friendly candidates, to educate

our elected officials about the needs of the recovery community, and to

educate the general electorate about the importance of building recovery

resilient communities.

Scientific polling in the State:
 

We polled 1,200 hundred registered voters across the state of NV.  

55%

79%

68%

74%



Now that the election is over, we are shifting our focus to the Nevada

legislature that begins in February 2021. With the support of recovery

friendly elected officials, we are excited to advance the state’s recovery

platform.

This legislative session we will be focusing on two particular bills: One of

them (SB69) will solidify the role of Peer Recovery Support Specialists in

our state, while the other focuses on 15% of alcohol sales taxes to go to

recovery support services.

The Recovery Advocacy Project will once again use relational organizing

tactics to mobilize the state of Nevada at the grassroots level to urge our

legislators to support recovery friendly policies while in session.

As a team we will be educating the community about the recovery

friendly bills, writing letters supporting those bills, providing personal

testimony, reaching out to our legislators one-on-one, writing op-eds,

talking to the media, and more.

We focused on broad issues that supported our Platform; Stigma, Justice,

Multiple Pathways and Recovery Rights are Civil Rights.  This Platform and

this polling is the framework of our political organizing, our advocacy and

later to our engagement with elected officials and policy makers.

Next Steps:

Basic standards for employers

Solid Baselines for education & continual learning requirements

Standards in our code of ethics & practice

Standards in language and titles (e.g. peer recovery support specialist,

certified peer recovery support specialist, recovery coach, etc.)

It will elevate an entire workforce of people in recovery

Allow for better workforce analysis & labor statistics

Overall, protects the individual, peer, and public.

If passed, Nevada's Senate Bill (SB69) will help the state standardize the

Peer Recovery Support workforce. This bill creates a straightforward

process for certification and will ultimately create several benefits for

Nevada and the workforce, such as:
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Mobilize Recovery is an annual conference that brings

participants together to build capacity for organized civic

engagement for people in recovery, family members, and

recovery allies. Due to the national pandemic, Mobilize Recovery

2020 convened online from August 18-20, 2020. An in-person

retreat for recovery community organizers is currently planned for

2021.

This year, over 500 recovery advocates attended Mobilize

Recovery over the three day period. Participants “attended” from

every state, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. In addition

to having nationwide participation, Mobilize Recovery included a

star-studded lineup of speakers such as Elton John, Macklemore,

U.S. Representative Patrick J. Kennedy, former Speaker of the

House Newt Gingrich, and President Bill Clinton. They spoke

about their personal experiences with recovery and why they

remain passionate about policy change that saves lives, creates

infrastructure, and eliminates the stigma of addiction. Leaders

from national recovery organizations such as Shatterproof, Serve

You Rx, The Voices Project, Recovery Advocacy Project,

Partnership to End Addiction also delivered remarks and insights

into their work building a national recovery coalition.

Mobilize Recovery



The three-day conference was packed with listening sessions,

panels, and other opportunities for attendees to connect. Day one

was run by our friends trained at the Harvard Kennedy School on

Public Narrative. This special training was available to all

conference attendees; in addition, over 100 participants also

received scholarships for one-on-one coaching around framing

their public narrative. On our second day, some workshop

highlights included Layers of Community Activism, Messaging &

Media Plenaries, as well as breakout sessions that focused on the

importance of Family Members in the Recovery Community. We

also hosted the first-ever Inclusion Caucus. Day three focused on

deeper responsibilities within organizing in the recovery advocacy

movement, including Liberation in Action, Ethical Framework,

and Relational Organizing for Change.
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The Inclusivity Caucus (IC) was initiated

at Mobilize Recovery 2020. Since then,

the Inclusivity Caucus has met monthly,

grown its membership, selected co-

chairs, and created shared learning

spaces around inclusivity with State

Organizing Team Members.

RAP is working in partnership with the

IC to build a diverse and inclusive

movement full of unique life

experiences and perspectives which

fosters vibrant and creative campaigns

and solutions in order to reach more

advocates, communities, and people in

recovery. We recognize that the majority

of funding, media focus, and policy

serves people who rarely experience

systemic oppression, and we take our

responsibility as leaders in this space

seriously, desiring to make recovery as

inclusive as possible. We actively work

to dismantle structures of oppression

and create meaningful representation

at every level of our organization. We

continue to educate ourselves and

challenge our assumptions about race,

gender, class, identity, and other factors

that affect both addiction and recovery.

RAP has a goal of diversity,

intersectionality, and inclusivity on all

levels for a stronger, unified movement.

RECOVERY ADVOCACY PROJECT
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RAP and the IC share a

commitment to create a culture

where “inclusivity” is a practice we

engage with intentionally. We

seek to nurture all forms of

diversity, which we understand

creates real, measurable, life-

saving value across communities.

This partnership and process is

ongoing and will be a central

focus in our communications,

workshops, and organizing

moving forward to ensure

everyone in the recovery

community is respected and

appreciated.

Inclusivity
Caucus



ote
We can either imagine a world in which

our elected officials court and value the

votes, suggestions, and voices of us in

the recovery community, or we can

make it a reality.

Vote Recovery is an intentional ongoing

effort to build the grassroots voting

power of the recovery community to

force the changes necessary to save

lives in each and every state.

What being a recovery voter means will

vary depending on the individual. The

Vote Recovery initiative is not about

telling anyone who to vote for or what

party, if any, to affiliate with. It is about

empowering each voter to educate

themselves around the recovery issues

they care about, research where

candidates stand on those issues and

measure if those candidates have

earned their vote, and make a decision

with recovery in mind on Election Day.

The Recovery Advocacy Project built a

Voter Hub at

www.recoveryvoices.com/vote where

the recovery community can learn

about voting, understand their rights,

and dive deeper into the recovery issues

they are passionate about. The Voter

Hub also has tools for civic engagement

and information about voter restoration.
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RAP Organizers also hosted 13

state and regional Vote Recovery

Events across the country that

reached advocates in 39 states.

These events highlighted people

in recovery, their family members

and allies talking about the issues

that motivate them to be civically

engaged or get to the polls,

followed by voter education tools

to engage participants.



74.1% of total survey respondents felt

like candidates did not do enough to

earn their vote, specifically, when it

came to addiction recovery or

mental health, 20% said that the

candidates might have and only

5.9% said they had.

Of the registered voters who

researched their candidates’ stances,

43% crossed party lines to vote for

that candidate, 43% did not, and 14%

may have.

Researching a candidates' stance on

addiction and mental health policy

does influence if a voter will cross

party lines to vote for that candidate.

As the research of a candidates'

stance on addiction and mental

health policy increases from no

research conducted (11% of voters

crossed party lines), to some

research conducted (26% voters

crossed party lines), to all candidates

were researched (43% voters crossed

party lines) the percentage of voters

who crossed party lines also

increased.

RAP also did pre and post-Election

surveys to measure recovery voter

enthusiasm and impact. Here are some

of the survey results from those

registered voters.

The least likely group to cross

party lines is registered voters

who did not do any research on

a candidate's stance on

addiction and mental health

policy. There is a large group of

registered voters who could be

influenced to cross party lines if

they were educated about a

candidates’ stance on addiction

and mental health policy and

that candidate had a better

policy stance than their

opponent, regardless of party

affiliation.

50% of voters who register as a

republican and who researched

a candidates' stance on

addiction and mental health

policy crossed party lines to

vote for that candidate. 34% of

voters who register as a

democrat and who researched

a candidates’ stance on

addiction and mental health

policy crossed party lines to

vote for that candidate.

Democrats are the least likely to

waiver from their party

affiliation by researching a

candidates’ stance on addiction

and mental health to cross

party lines to vote for that

candidate (53% did not cross-

party lines).

Page 17Scan me to read the full data report.
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Partnerships
Our work is possible because of people in

recovery and support from our partners



RECOVERY ADVOCACY PROJECT

Stuart Smith
Stuart Smith is a person in long-term recovery and board chair at

Foundation for Recovery in Las Vegas, NV. He has extensive board

membership and management experience, as well as more than thirty

years of comprehensive addiction recovery knowledge. 

Pat Taylor
Pat Taylor is the former executive director at Faces & Voices of Recovery. In

this capacity, she led a nationwide campaign working to mobilize the

recovery community that includes 43 million Americans affected by alcohol

and other drugs.

Andre Johnson
Andre Johnson is a person in long-term recovery and president & CEO of

the Detroit Recovery Project, a non-profit organization dedicated to

supporting recovery which strengthens, rebuilds, and empowers

individuals, families and communities who are experiencing co-occurring

mental health challenges, and substance use disorders.

Bill White
William L. White is a person in long-term recovery and Emeritus Senior

Research Consultant at Chestnut Health Systems / Lighthouse Institute and

past-chair of the board of Recovery Communities United. Bill has a Master’s

degree in Addiction Studies and has worked full time in the addictions

field since 1969 as a streetworker, counselor, clinical director, researcher

and well-traveled trainer and consultant. He has authored or co-authored

more than 400 articles, monographs, research reports and book chapters

and 20 books.
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Meet our advisory
board



Don Coyhis
Don Coyhis is a person in long-term recovery and member of the Mohican

Nation from the Stockbridge Munsee Reservation in Wisconsin. He is the

founder and president of White Bison, a 501c(3) organization founded in

1988--dedicated to developing culturally relevant treatment, prevention,

and recovery materials to support the Wellbriety Movement. 

Carol McDaid
Carol McDaid is a person in long-term recovery and serves as Principal at

Capitol Decisions, Inc. Capitol Decisions has a special expertise in addiction

and mental health policy. For over two decades, Carol has worked with

leading addiction and mental health providers and consumer

organizations to refine public policy addressing addiction and mental

health.

Bob List
Bob List is an attorney and served as the 24th Governor of Nevada from

1979 to 1983. Prior to being elected Governor, Mr. List served as district

attorney of Carson City and for eight years as Attorney General of Nevada.

He was Chairman of both the Western Governors Association and the

Conference of Western Attorneys General.

John Shinholser
John Shinholser is a person in long-term recovery and serves as the

president of the McShin Foundation, which was founded in 2004 and

named for its two recovering co-founders, John Shinholser and Carol

McDaid. Shinholser and McDaid have dedicated their lives to helping

individuals and families in or seeking recovery from the disease of

addiction. The McShin Foundation operates on the founders' belief that by

helping others find and sustain recovery, they can better sustain their own

recovery. 

RECOVERY ADVOCACY PROJECT

To learn more about Recovery Advocacy Project visit

recoveryvoices.com
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